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STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
AMALGAMATED TRANSIT UNION, LOCAL 282, 
Petitioner, CASE NO. CP-990 
-and -
REGIONAL TRANSIT SERVICE, INC., 
Employer. 
CHAMBERLAIN, D'AMANDA, OPPENHEIMER & GREENFIELD LLP 
(MATTHEW J. FUSCO and ERIN M. SOBKOWSKI of counsel), for 
Petitioner 
HARRIS BEACH PLLC (ROY R. GALEWSKI of counsel), for Employer 
BOARD DECISION AND ORDER 
This case comes to us on exceptions filed by the Regional Transit Service, Inc. 
(RTS) to the decision of the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) granting the unit placement 
petition filed by the Amalgamated Transit Union, Local 282 (ATU), placing the titles of 
Secretary of Maintenance, Secretary of Transportation and Data Entry Clerk into the 
ATU unit. 
EXCEPTIONS 
The RTS filed numerous exceptions alleging the ALJ erred on the law and the 
facts. The ATU has filed a response to the exceptions in support of the ALJ's decision. 
Upon our review of the record and consideration of the parties' arguments, we 
affirm the decision of the ALJ. 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
CATO-MERIDIAN ADMINISTRATORS' ASSOCIATION, 
Petitioner, 
-and- CASE NO. C-5544 
CATO-MERIDIAN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT, 
Employer. 
CERTIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE AND ORDER TO NEGOTIATE 
) A representation proceeding having been conducted in the above matter by the 
Public Employment Relations Board in accordance with the Public Employees' Fair 
Employment Act and the Rules of Procedure of the Board, and it appearing that a 
negotiating representative has been selected, 
Pursuant to the authority vested in the Board by the Public Employees' Fair 
Employment Act, 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that the Cato-Meridian Administrators' Association 
has been designated and selected by a majority of the employees of the above-named 
public employer, in the unit agreed upon by the parties and described below, as their 
exclusive representative for the purpose of coiiective negotiations and the settlement of 
grievances. 
Certification - C-5544 - 2 -
Included: Full-time employees in the titles of Principal, Assistant Principal, 
and Director of Pupil Services. 
Excluded: All other employees. 
FURTHER, IT IS ORDERED that the above named public employer shall 
negotiate collectively with the Cato-Meridian Administrators' Association. The duty to 
negotiate collectively includes the mutual obligation to meet at reasonable times and 
confer in good faith with respect to wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of 
employment, or the negotiation of an agreement, or any question arising thereunder, 
and the execution of a written agreement incorporating any agreement reached if 
requested by either party. Such obligation does not compel either party to agree to a 
proposal or require the making of a concession. 
DATED: February 3, 2006 
Albany, New York 
Michael R. Cuevas, Chairman 
John T. Mitchell, Member 
'! 
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FACTS 
The facts are fully set forth in the ALJ's decision1 and are repeated here only as 
necessary to address RTS's exceptions. 
On March 7, 2005, ATU filed a unit placement petition which, as amended, 
sought to place the titles of Secretary of Maintenance, Secretary of Transportation and 
Data Entry Clerk into its bargaining unit. RTS, in its response to the petition for unit 
placement, set forth the job duties associated with the at-issue titles: 
a. The Secretary of the Maintenance Department performs secretarial work for 
the Maintenance Department, which involves typing, answering telephones, 
making copies, scheduling appointments, compiling necessary reports and 
other clerical work as required and directed; 
b. The Secretary of the Transportation Department performs secretarial work for 
the Vice-President of Operations, Director of Operations, Director of Public 
Safety and Safety Manager, and performs other general office functions such 
as typing, answering telephones, processing payroll paperwork, processing 
paperwork regarding retraining and disciplinary action necessary for 
employee records, maintaining operators' attendance records, administering 
the uniform allowance accounts for operations and preparing claim vouchers, 
as well as other clerical work; 
c. The Data Entry Clerk processes material from hard copy using a computer to 
compile statistical information. This position involves data entry of work 
1
 38 PERB H4019(2005). 
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orders, fueling reports, preventative maintenance reports, daily service 
reports, and daily bus washing reports. 
RTS alleged that the three positions are clerical and should not be included in a 
bargaining unit containing non-clerical employees, ATU's bargaining unit would not be 
the most appropriate placement of these three titles, and that the titles do not share a 
community of interest with the employees in ATU's bargaining unit. 
Frank J. Falzone, ATU's Business Agent, Financial Secretary and Treasurer, 
testified that the ATU represents technicians, janitorial workers and bus drivers 
employed by RTS. Their work location is the operations building where they each 
occupy a different part of the building. The employees in the at-issue titles also work in 
different areas of the operations building. 
Falzone stated that RTS also employs individuals in the titles of Administrative 
Assistant and Executive Secretary. These positions are also clerical in nature and they 
are located in the administration building which is separated from the operations 
building. The ATU does not represent these titles. Falzone testified to the salary range 
and benefits for RTS employees represented by ATU. Bus drivers' salaries range from 
$14.71 per hour to $21.02 per hour, technicians earn $22.08 per hour and bus washers 
earn $12.12 per hour. He noted that the vacation schedule is set forth in the expired 
collective bargaining agreement. After 13 years, unit members receive 4 weeks 
vacation and, after 20 years, they receive 5 weeks vacation and all unit members 
receive 10 holidays per year. Sick leave is earned at the rate of % day per month. 
Marcie Foley, Secretary of Maintenance, testified that she has worked for RTS 
for 13 years. She works between 7:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m., earning $16.50 per hour. 
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Her work hours are the same as the majority of maintenance employees. She receives 
health insurance with an employee contribution of about $2.00 per week and she earns 
sick days. She is eligible to receive 4 weeks vacation and 10 holidays per year. 
Foley testified that she tracks the attendance of the maintenance employees and 
inputs their attendance into the computer system on a weekly basis. She tracks their 
shoe and coat allowances. She stated that RTS employs other clerical employees who 
work in the administrative offices. Their titles are Administrative Assistant and 
Executive Secretary. When asked about whether her salary was comparable to theirs, 
she explained that those employees are no longer paid by grade level, however, prior to 
the petition, they were paid a higher hourly rate. 
Foley explained that she types disciplinary charges for her supervisor. When 
asked to explain her access to her supervisor's files, she stated that the files only 
contain letters or recommendations or anything routed to the supervisors. The 
supervisors are represented by Teamsters, Local 991. 
Latonya Young, Secretary of Transportation, testified that she has worked for the 
RTS for 20 years and earns $17.31 per hour. Because of her years of employment, she 
receives 5 weeks vacation. She does not contribute toward her health insurance. She 
was unsure of the exact number of holidays that she received, however, she was 
certain that she received all of the major holidays. Her office is located in the operations 
building. She described the operations building as containing other offices, including 
that of her immediate supervisor as well as the drivers' area and the offices for the radio 
controllers and dispatchers. The radio controller and dispatchers are represented by 
Teamsters, Local 991. 
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Young described her duties as informing the road supervisors of the names of 
bus drivers who were due to take their physical exam, road rest or written test. She 
manages the drivers' uniform allowance, she tracks drivers' attendance, types reports 
and does filing. She reports any attendance problems to her supervisor, George Todd, 
Director of Safety. She has access to employee personnel files as part of her job. She 
stated that, for about a month prior to the hearing, she had been working with Debbie 
Griffith, Vice President of Human Resources and Director of Labor Relations. Young 
said that she takes grievances for the maintenance employees and transportation 
employees and logs them into the system. She also maintains Griffith's calendar. 
Young explained that her work included tasks for Griffith because Griffith's assistant 
quit. Young testified that she assumed her work with Griffith was temporary because no 
one at RTS had made it a permanent assignment. 
Bruce Philpott, Director of Transit Operations, testified for the RTS. Philpott 
reports to Steven Hendershott, Chief Operating Officer. A number of projects are 
assigned to Philpott. He conducts the bus operators' first-level grievance hearings and 
disciplinary hearings. Philpott stated that Young monitors operators' attendance and, if 
an operator's attendance falls within a certain range, the operator may be subject to 
discipline. Philpott testified that Young counts an operator's absence and concludes 
whether the absences fit within the pre-determined range for absences that warrant 
discipline. Philpott testified that Young drafted disciplinary charge letters but that any 
such letters are signed by Todd. Philpott also stated that Young prepares various 
monthly reports such as the operations report that Philpott presents to the RTS Board of 
Commissioners. 
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Philpott testified that the bus operators are supervised by the dispatchers, but 
they also report to radio controllers who monitor the progress of the buses. When 
discipline other than attendance is warranted, the road supervisor, David Bonacchi, or 
Griffith would be involved but Young is involved in attendance discipline. The 
dispatchers, radio controllers and road supervisors are members of the Teamsters' unit 
and the maintenance personnel are in the same bargaining unit as bus operators. 
Gerald Siconolfi, Director of Facility Maintenance, testified that Foley reports to 
him. He is responsible for the maintenance of the buses, buildings and grounds. In 
describing Foley's duties, Siconolfi stated that she does reports, memos, and grievance 
responses, and drafts charge letters and hearing responses. He stated that any 
personnel function Foley may have is limited to the correspondence she may be given 
or a response to a question from a maintenance employee. He stated that she does not 
have personnel responsibility on a routine basis. 
Siconolfi described the typical work of the maintenance employees in order to 
compare their work duties to those of Foley. He stated that Foley is not required to 
interact with the maintenance employees. Siconolfi testified that the Data Entry Clerk, 
Michael Walz, reports directly to him. He stated that Walz inputs fuel reports and 
repairs on buses into the computer system. Walz works in a cubicle next to Foley. 
Siconolfi acknowledged that the maintenance supervisors are members of the 
Teamsters Local 991. 
Deborah Griffith testified that she is the Vice President of Human Resources and 
Director of Labor Relations. Young has worked for her for about one month. Griffith 
testified that there are other clerical employees at RTS who are located in the 
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administration building but that these employees occupy the titles of Administrative 
Assistant and Executive Secretary and that some of these clericals have a higher rate of 
pay than Foley. 
DISCUSSION 
We have long held that a unit placement petition puts the appropriateness of the 
unit in issue. The unit placement petition proceeds from the allegation that the position 
in issue is not in the petitioner's bargaining unit, but should be most appropriately 
placed there.2 A unit placement petition is, in substance and effect, a mini-
representation proceeding, calling for a nonadversarial investigation and the application 
of the statutory criteria in §207.1 of the Public Employees Fair Employment Act (Act).3 
In one of our earlier decisions, we discussed our interpretation of the statutory 
criteria found in §207.1 of the Act:4 
(a) Community of interest - This is a most significant element that 
must be considered in determining the appropriate unit in a particular 
case. The following will be important in this regard: whether the 
employees sought to be grouped together are subject to common 
working rules, personnel practices, environment or salary and 
benefit structure. A helpful question to ask might be whether any 
real conflict of interest exists among the employees in the proposed 
unit; 
(b) Power to reach agreement - Briefly, this means that the public 
employer who would ordinarily deal with the proposed unit should 
have the power to act effectively concerning the terms and 
conditions of employment to be negotiated; 
2
 See State of New York (Dept of Audit and Control), 24 PERB 1J3019 (1991). 
3
 See General Brown Cent Sch Dist, 28 PERB 1J3065 (1995). 
4
 Board ofEduc of the City Sch Dist of the City of Buffalo, 14 PERB 1J3051, at 3083 
(1981). 
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(c) Responsibilities to the public - The proposed unit must be 
compatible with the joint responsibilities of the public employer and 
employees to serve the public. This criterion means that a 
proposed negotiating unit might be inappropriate if its structure and 
composition were found to interfere with providing a service to the 
public. It takes into consideration the administrative convenience of 
the employer and perhaps suggest that an excessive number of 
units might be undesirable. On the other hand, too large a unit might 
be unwieldy for the negotiation of all possible issues. 
In its response to the ATU's petition for unit placement, RTS contends that the 
three clerical titles should not be placed in a unit with non-clerical titles because they do 
not share a community of interest with the non-clerical titles. RTS contends in its 
exceptions that the ALJ gave undue weight to certain factors in the community of 
interest analysis. 
We have previously determined that blue-collar employees may properly 
constitute a separate unit where there is a showing of terms and conditions of 
employment unique to the blue-collar employees and not shared by white-collar 
employees.5 However, we have also recognized that, at times, the traditional 
differences between the two types of employees can be blurred when they share the 
same work environment, workday, work week and benefits.6 
In its brief on the exceptions, RTS argues that the work environment is not the 
same. RTS points out that management employees also work in the operations 
building. But both the unit employees and the petitioned for titles share the same work 
location and have many of the same benefits and the same salary range. That 
management employees also work in the same building does not defeat the community 
5
 County of Sullivan, 7 PERB 1J3069 (1974). 
6
 Somers Cent Sch Dist, 12 PERB 1J3068, aff'g 12 PERB 1J4016 (1979). 
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of interest shared by the at-issue employees. Likewise, that the at-issue titles report to 
different supervisors than unit employees is not dispositive. Common supervision is but 
one indicia of community of interest and we concur with the ALJ's conclusion that, 
standing alone, lack of common supervision is insufficient to defeat a finding of 
community of interest between the at-issue titles and the existing ATU unit.7 
RTS also contends that the at-issue titles perform different duties than the unit 
employees, making unit placement inappropriate. RTS cites to our decision in New 
York City Transit Authority8 for support for this argument. The RTS' reliance on this 
decision is misplaced because it is factually distinguishable from the case before us. 
There, two employee organizations were competing for placement of certain computer-
related titles. Those titles were examined based upon the duties performed by the 
occupational titles represented by the two competing employee organizations. We 
determined which unit shared a greater community of interest with the petitioned-for 
titles. Here, all three titles perform clerical duties and share the same work environment 
with the ATU employees. 
RTS posits that there is a conflict of interest between Young and Foley and the 
existing ATU unit members. RTS argues that Young's duties include employee 
discipline. We have previously discussed this issue in a recent decision involving the 
RTS and concluded that:9 
' See Regional Transit Service, Inc., 35 PERB 1J3022 (2002). 
8
 36 PERB H3038 (2003). 
9
 Supra note 7 at 3057. 
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[w]ithin any large unit comprised of employees in various titles, 
there are potential conflicts of interest based upon the diverse 
duties performed, the training and skill required to perform job 
duties specific to a certain title and the location of the work 
performed. 
However, on this record, RTS has failed to demonstrate any actual conflict of interest 
between Young and Foley and the existing ATU members.10 Notwithstanding, RTS 
described Young's job duties in its response to the petition as processing paperwork 
regarding retraining and disciplinary action necessary for employee records. Young 
testified that she reports attendance problems to her supervisor, George Todd. Philpott 
testified that Young merely tracks bus operators' attendance and concludes whether an 
operator's attendance falls within a predetermined range subjecting the operator to 
discipline. 
Lastly, RTS contends that Foley's duties include tracking attendance for the 
maintenance employees which, therefore, results in a conflict of interest. RTS, in its 
response to the petition, indicated that Foley performs secretarial work that includes 
typing, answering telephones, compiling necessary reports and other clerical work as 
required. These duties were confirmed by Siconolfi's testimony. While RTS argues that 
typing disciplinary charges and grievance responses represents a conflict of interest, 
Foley's clerical responsibilities in this area do not support a finding of an actual conflict 
of interest and RTS has failed to demonstrate how these administrative tasks assigned 
to Foley by her supervisor, Siconolfi, would create a conflict of interest in ATU's 
10
 Ichabod Crane Cent Sch Dist, 33 PERB 1J3042 (2000), confirmed sub nom. Civil 
Service Employees Assn, Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Ichabod Crane Cent 
Sch Dist CSEA Unit v New York State Public Employment Relations Bd, 300 AD2d 929, 
35 PERB H7020 (3d Dept 2002). 
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representation of Foley's title and those in the bargaining unit, either in collective 
negotiations or contract administration.11 
RTS also argues that the most appropriate unit would include all clerical 
employees of RTS and not just the three at-issue titles. RTS cites to our recent 
decision in Bath Municipal Utility Commission^2 as support. Again, RTS has misapplied 
our decision in reaching its conclusion. That decision is factually distinguishable 
because it involved an issue of the appropriateness of placing certain supervisory titles 
in a unit of rank-and-file employees. The level of responsibility militated against a single 
unit. Here there is scant testimony from either RTS or ATU about the job duties of the 
clerical employees located in the administration building. Furthermore, RTS failed to file 
a petition in accordance with our Rules of Procedure13 to determine the placement of 
the affected clerical employees. RTS' position has been that ATU's petition must be 
dismissed. On the basis of this record, we dismiss that exception. 
RTS contends that Young and Foley are confidential employees and, therefore, 
must be excluded from ATU's bargaining unit. In support of this position, RTS relies 
upon our decision in Owego-Apalachin Central School District™ RTS' reliance is also 
misplaced as Owego-Apalachin dealt with a unit placement because the District 
considered the title to be managerial. The District successfully proved the managerial 
11
 See City of Binghamton, 9 PERB 1J3022 (1976); see also Jerome Lefkowitz, et al., 
Public Sector Labor and Employment Law, 371 (2d ed. 1998), for a discussion of 
conflict of interest. 
12
 37 PERB H3010(2004). 
13
 Part 201, §201.2(b). 
14
 33 PERB H3005 (2000). 
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duties of the title. Here, RTS argues that Philpott, Todd and Siconolfi are managerial 
and that, a fortiori, Young and Foley are confidential employees. The record fails to 
demonstrate whether Philpott, Todd and Siconolfi's job duties would place them in a 
managerial category or merely classify them as supervisors. The only exception is 
Griffith, who, by virtue of her title and job duties, meets the criteria for a managerial 
employee. 
RTS contends that Young will assume responsibility for attending collective 
bargaining negotiations and assisting Griffith. Young's uncontradicted testimony states 
that she was assigned to work with Griffith on a temporary basis. RTS failed to rebut 
Young's testimony that she was not permanently assigned to Griffith and, therefore, she 
was not regularly exposed to or privy to information involving labor relations, contract 
administration or personnel administration.15 
There is no record evidence that persuades us that there is an actual or inherent 
conflict of interest between the at-issue clerical titles and the ATU represented 
employees that would warrant the exclusion of the at-issue clerical titles of Secretary of 
Maintenance, Secretary of Transportation and Data Entry Clerk from the unit. While the 
evidence shows some differences in salary, the evidence also demonstrates similarities 
in benefits. These differences do not rise to the level of a conflict of interest that would 
mandate the dismissal of the petition.16 Here, there is a commonality in working 
15
 Act, §201.7(a). 
16
 In Unatego Cent Sch Dist, 15 PERB 1J3097 (1982), we rejected "disparity in benefits" 
as a basis to exclude a group of unrepresented employees from an existing unit where 
the inclusion of the unrepresented employees within that existing unit would otherwise 
be most appropriate. 
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environment, salary and benefits, workday and work week and interaction between the 
at-issue titles and those in the bargaining unit to establish a community of interest.17 
We find, therefore, it would be appropriate to add the Secretary of Maintenance, 
Secretary of Transportation and Data Entry Clerk to the ATU unit. 
Based on the foregoing, we deny RTS' exceptions and affirm the decision of the 
ALJ. 
The petition is hereby granted and the titles of Secretary of Maintenance, 
Secretary of Transportation and Data Entry Clerk are placed into the unit of RTS 
employees represented by ATU.18 
DATED: February 3, 2006 
Albany, New York 
Michael R. Cuevas, Chairman 
ibhn T. Mitchell, Member 
17 Supra note 4. 
18
 The number of employees being added to the unit is insufficient to affect the 
petitioner's majority status. New York Convention Center Operating Corp, 27 PERB 
113034(1994). 
STATE OF NEW YORK 
PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD 
In the Matter of 
JOHN DONALDSON, 
Charging Party, 
-and- CASE NO. U-24893 
UNITED FEDERATION OF TEACHERS 
and BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE 
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE CITY 
OF NEW YORK, 
Respondents. 
JOHN DONALDSON, pro se 
CHARLES D. MAURER, for Respondent United Federation of Teachers 
DANIEL MACRAY, DIRECTOR OF LABOR RELATIONS AND COLLECTIVE 
BARGAINING (JOHN T. CULLEN of counsel), for Respondent Board of 
Education of the City School District to the City of New York 
BOARD DECISION AND ORDER 
This case comes to us on exceptions filed by John Donaldson to a decision of an 
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ), dismissing his improper practice charge which, as 
amended, alleged that the United Federation of Teachers (UFT) violated §209-a.2(c) of 
the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act (Act) when a UFT representative advised a 
Local Instructional Superintendent to initiate disciplinary charges against Donaldson. 
The charge, as further amended, also alleges that the Board of Education of the City 
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School District of the City of New York (District) violated §209-a.1(a) when it 
miscalculated his years of service, failed to approve his line-of-duty injury designation 
and issued an unsatisfactory performance evaluation. 
EXCEPTIONS 
Donaldson excepts to the ALJ's decision, arguing that the ALJ was not impartial, 
relied on incorrect information and corrected the decision in an irregular manner. UFT's 
response supports the ALJ's decision. The District has not responded. 
Based upon our review of the record and consideration of the parties' arguments, 
we affirm the decision of the ALJ. 
FACTS 
Donaldson was employed by the District from November 30, 1984 to November 
30, 2004. At the times relevant to the charge, Donaldson was employed as a Spanish 
teacher at EBC East New York High School (EBC). In 2002, he was elected UFT 
chapter leader, in which capacity he served as a building representative handling 
grievances and disciplinary matters. In September 2003, he successfully pursued a 
grievance for four teachers who had been terminated by the principal, Sheila Bobo. 
After bringing the matter to the attention of the Local Instructional Superintendent, 
Janice Medina, the teachers were reinstated. 
While Donaldson received a satisfactory annual evaluation for 2002-2003, he 
then received three unsatisfactory ratings for observations conducted in September and 
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October 2003. Donaldson grieved the evaluations. On November 10, 2003, Donaldson 
was removed from his position at EBC and was told to leave the building by Bobo. A 
student protest ensued. Donaldson was thereafter assigned to a Regional Operating 
Center (ROC), performing administrative duties. During that assignment, Donaldson 
suffered an injury and was absent from work from December 15, 2003 to March 16, 
2004. 
Around January 5, 2004, Donaldson was served with disciplinary charges, 
pursuant to Education Law §3020-a, which sought his dismissal. Donaldson contacted 
UFT representative Charles Turner regarding the charges. Donaldson had previously 
been in contact with Turner regarding other matters, including his assignment to the 
ROC. Later in January, Turner advised Donaldson that he had told Medina that 
Donaldson could not be kept at a ROC indefinitely, that the collective bargaining 
agreement only allowed a teacher to be assigned to a ROC for six months and if 
charges are not preferred against the teacher, he or she must be returned to the 
classroom. Donaldson interpreted this statement as Turner telling Medina to file charges 
against Donaldson. 
Prior to the disciplinary hearing, Donaldson met with Brian Glass, the UFT 
attorney assigned to represent him. They discussed Donaldson's options and Glass 
recommended that Donaldson resign and leave the District with a clean record. 
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At the pre-arbitration conference held on February 23, 2004, Donaldson signed a 
stipulation of settlement that provided for a withdrawal of the §3020-a charges and 
Donaldson's resignation effective November 30, 2004. Donaldson was to remain in the 
District's employ through June 2004 and then use accumulated sick leave to stay on the 
payroll through November 30, 2004. The agreement also provided that the parties 
waived their rights to make any legal or equitable claims or initiate any legal or 
administrative proceedings against each other relating to or arising out of the facts or 
circumstances of the case or the terms of the settlement agreement, except to enforce 
the agreement.1 The arbitrator asked several questions of Donaldson that established 
that Donaldson had legal representation, he understood the agreement and he had the 
capacity to enter into such an agreement. 
On March 4, 2004, Donaldson filed the instant charge. In March 2004, Donaldson 
was advised by the District's Medical Office that his line of duty injury leave request 
could not be processed because Medina had not signed one of his forms. In June 2004, 
Donaldson received an annual review for the period September 2003 to June 2004, 
rating his performance as unsatisfactory and recommending revocation of his teaching 
license. The review was signed by the EBC principal who had replaced Bobo. 
In late February or March 2004, Donaldson also requested from the District a 
copy of his service history. Upon reviewing it, Donaldson discovered that he would not, 
1
 Charging Party's Exhibit #4. 
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as he previously thought, have 20 years of service with the District upon his resignation 
on November 30, 2004. 
DISCUSSION 
Donaldson raised no exceptions to the ALJ's decision regarding the charge as 
against UFT; it is, therefore, not before us. 
The ALJ found that the settlement agreement waived Donaldson's right to file a 
charge alleging that the District miscalculated his years of service. Donaldson argues in 
his exceptions that "it would have been just" for the ALJ to remedy the miscalculation 
instead of finding a waiver based upon the stipulation of settlement. Likewise, 
Donaldson argues that the ALJ could have exercised jurisdiction over the collective 
bargaining agreement and decided that the evaluation he received in June 2004 was a 
result of an illegal act. 
Relying on our decision in New York City Transit Authority (Fredericson)2, the 
ALJ correctly found that Donaldson had waived his right to allege that the District 
violated the Act when it miscalculated his years of service. Our waiver analysis requires 
a three-prong inquiry: whether the language of the waiver covers the improper practice 
charge, whether the waiver is unenforceable as against public policy and whether the 
waiver was clear and knowing.3 Here, all three prongs are met as the stipulation of 
2
 34 PERB H3006(2001). 
3
 See New York City Transit Auth, 27 PERB 1J3060 (1994). 
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settlement covers any claims arising out of the stipulation, a party may waive his or her 
right to file an improper practice charge4 and the waiver is clear and knowing. The claim 
of years of service clearly arises out of the stipulation of settlement. Donaldson was 
represented by counsel and his answers to the arbitrator's extensive questions 
established his understanding of the stipulation of settlement. 
To the extent that Donaldson argues that the ALJ could have somehow 
exercised jurisdiction over this claim and the claim that his evaluation violates the 
collective bargaining agreement, PERB does not have the jurisdiction to interpret or 
enforce agreements.5 
Donaldson's second exception asserts that the ALJ erred in stating that Medina 
signed two of the three line of duty injury leave forms. The ALJ apparently relied on 
Donaldson's testimony that Medina had not signed one of the line of duty injury leave 
forms and the introduction into evidence of unsigned forms.6 Donaldson's testimony is 
unclear and confusing on this point. The ALJ dismissed this aspect of the charge for 
failure of proof; except for his own conjecture, Donaldson failed to introduce any 
evidence that Medina was improperly motivated towards him. If there was error, it was 
4
 Board ofEduc of the City Sch Dist of the City of Buffalo, 22 PERB 1J3047 (1989). 
5
 Act, §205.5(d). 
6
 Charging Party's Exhibit #5 (a), (b) and (c). 
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due to Donaldson's testimony and it was a harmless error since the ALJ dismissed the 
allegation for failure of proof. 
Finally, Donaldson excepts to the receipt of a corrected copy of the ALJ's 
decision with a handwritten notation as to the corrections. The corrected decision 
corrects the appearances of UFT's attorney and a typographical error of one word. To 
find its transmittal to Donaldson with a handwritten note is error would be to elevate 
form over substance. It does not set forth a cognizable exception to the ALJ's decision. 
Based on the foregoing, Donaldson's exceptions are denied and the ALJ's 
decision is affirmed. 
IT IS, THEREFORE, ORDERED that the charge must be and it herby is 
dismissed in its entirety. 
DATED: February 3, 2006 
Albany, New York 
Michael R. Cuevas, Chairman 
Jjbhn T. Mitchell, Member 
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BOARD DECISION AND ORDER 
This case comes to us on exceptions filed by the Honeoye Central School District 
(District) to a decision of the Administrative Law Judge (ALJ), on an improper practice 
charge filed by the Honeoye Central School District Support Staff Association 
(Association), finding that the District violated §209-a.1(d) of the Public Employees' Fair 
Employment Act (Act) when it unilaterally transferred lawn and landscaping work 
performed by employees represented by the Association to a private contractor. 
EXCEPTIONS 
The District argues in its exceptions that the ALJ erred by finding that the lawn and 
landscaping work had been exclusively performed by unit employees and by assessing 
damages. The Association filed a response to the exceptions that supports the ALJ's 
decision. 
Based upon our review of the record and our consideration of the parties' 
arguments, we reverse the ALJ. 
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FACTS 
The facts are set forth in the ALJ's decision and are repeated here only as 
necessary to address the exceptions.1 
The Association represents a unit of full-time non-instructional employees of the 
District; the unit includes two employees in the title of groundskeeper. The 
groundskeepers, Jim James and Ray Walsh, cut grass, edged, mulched, pruned, weeded 
and removed leaves on all of the District's property. They planted and removed plants, 
shrubs and trees, removed litter, snow and ice, repaired and maintained their equipment, 
performed minor janitorial duties and handled recyclables. In addition, they were 
responsible for the maintenance of all the District's athletic fields, including mowing, 
marking, aeration, and fertilization.2 
The groundskeepers were supervised by a nonunit employee, Paul Shaver, who 
held the title of Senior Automotive Mechanic/Groundskeeper from 1993 to 2004, when he 
left the District's employ. Shaver managed both the transportation and grounds areas of 
operation and supervised bus drivers, bus monitors, mechanics, a secretary and the 
groundskeepers. The groundskeepers met with Shaver daily and then divided the 
assigned tasks between themselves. 
Shaver also assisted the groundskeepers in the completion of their job duties as 
needed. Shaver's job description listed, as distinguishing features of the class, "requires 
some knowledge of grounds maintenance activities." Under typical work activities were 
listed grounds-keeping duties, such as: 
Operates a variety of equipment in the maintenance and care of 
grounds. Performs routine grounds maintenance activities such as 
mowing, cutting, and raking grass. Keeps grounds free of litter. Plants 
138PERB H4579(2005). 
2
 Herbicides had always been applied to the playing fields by an outside company. 
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and maintains trees, shrubs, and plants. Removes snow and ice from 
walks, pathways and steps. Maintains recreation areas such as 
baseball diamonds and playgrounds. 
Shaver and James both testified that Shaver performed grounds-keeping work on 
occasion, whenever it was needed due to weather or an upcoming athletic event or when 
one of the groundskeepers was sick. Shaver testified that he mowed the lawns and athletic 
fields at least ten times a year and possibly as many as thirty times a year.3 He also lined 
and dragged athletic fields and aerated and fertilized school grounds.4 Infrequently, other 
nonunit employees, such as coaches, would perform work on the athletic fields, such as 
mowing and lining. 
On June 24, 2004, the District entered into an agreement with a private contractor, 
Ward's Landscaping Service, to provide grounds maintenance services for the period July 
2004 through June 2005. Although on June 4, 2004, the District announced that one 
groundskeeper position would be eliminated, on June 11, 2004, the District advised the 
Association that both groundskeeper positions would be retained. 
DISCUSSION 
With respect to the unilateral transfer of unit work, the initial essential 
questions are whether the work had been performed by unit employees 
exclusively [footnote omitted] and whether the reassigned tasks are 
substantially similar to those previously performed by unit employees. If 
both these questions are answered in the affirmative, there has been a 
violation of §209-a.1 (d), unless the qualifications for the job have been 
changed significantly. Absent such a change, the loss of unit work to the 
group is sufficient detriment for the finding of a violation.5 
3
 Transcript, p. 80. 
4
 Transcript, pp. 82-87. 
5
 Niagara Frontier Transp Auth, 18 PERB 1J3083, at 3182 (1985). 
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Here, the ALJ found that Shaver's "occasional" performance of mowing and other 
grounds-keeping duties was incidental and was so limited in time and scope so as not to 
destroy the Association's exclusivity. We do not agree. 
In County of Westchester,6 recently decided by us, we determined that the 
performance by nonunit employees of unit work when unit employees were unavailable, 
were already engaged in the at-issue work or were short-staffed, was sufficient to breach 
the union's exclusivity. Even without specifics as to the number of occasions when nonunit 
employees were utilized, we held that such a performance of unit work by nonunit 
employees was not limited or insignificant and that the work in-issue could not be found to 
have been exclusively performed by unit employees. 
In unilateral reassignment cases, the focus of the analysis is frequently on what is 
meant by the "occasional" performance of unit work by nonunit employees. Occasional has 
come to mean, for purposes of defining the type of inroad into bargaining unit work which 
would not destroy exclusivity, limited in time and scope, when compared to the manner in 
which unit employees perform unit work.7 For example, we have found that the 
performance by nonunit employees of 881 tests out of 54,000 tests was too limited and 
incidental to destroy exclusivity.8 But, we have also found that where a supervisor, whose 
job description contains many of the same duties as the job description of unit employees, 
performs those duties on a regular basis, albeit with less regularity than unit employees, 
the unit lacks exclusivity over the shared work.9 
6
 38 PERB H3032 (2005). 
7
 See City of Rochester, 27 PERB 1J3031 (1994). 
8
 County of Onondaga, 27 PERB 1J3048 (1994). 
9
 State of New York (SUNY at Buffalo), 29 PERB 1J3067 (1996); City of Batavia, 28 PERB 
113076(1995). 
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Here, Shaver's testimony establishes that, like the nonunit employees in County of 
Westchester, supra, he performed unit work as needed (ie., when an athletic event was 
scheduled and athletic fields needed to be mowed, dragged or lined), when unit 
employees were already busy performing the work (i.e., when inclement weather had 
precluded unit employees from mowing for several days) or when the unit was short-
staffed (i.e., when a unit employee was sick). His performance of the mowing duties alone 
occurred at least ten times a year and possibly as many as thirty times a year, for a period 
of ten years and the other work was performed as needed. Therefore, since there is no 
record evidence as to how frequently unit employees performed the same work, we cannot 
characterize Shaver's performance as limited or incidental. 
We find, therefore, that Shaver regularly and openly performed the same work the 
Association claims is exclusive to its unit. Given that finding, we cannot conclude that the 
District violated §209-a.1 (d) of the Act when it contracted with Ward's Landscaping Service 
to provide grounds maintenance services. 
Based on the foregoing, we grant the District's exception as to exclusivity, and 
reverse the decision of the ALJ.10 
The charge must be, and it hereby is, dismissed in its entirety. SO ORDERED. 
DATED: February 3, 2006 
Albany, New York 
Michael R. Cuevas, Chairman 
/ John T. Mitchell, Member 
10
 Given our finding, we do not reach the other exception raised by the District. 
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